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Site Reference Site Name

Direct 

RAG 

Score

Indirect 

RAG 

Score

Summary

SAD Site 141 154a Walsall Road
Green Green

Site previously assessed by the 2017 Site Allocations Document Historic Environment Site 

Assessment (HESA 1)

SAD Site 228

Adult Training Centre off 

Histons Hill
Green Green

Site previously assessed by the 2017 Site Allocations Document Historic Environment Site 

Assessment (HESA 1)

SAD Site 168 Brinsford Bridge

Amber Green

No designated assets are located on the Site although the Grade II* Listed Moseley Old Hall (List 

No. 1039208) stands c.610m to the south on the opposite side of the motorway, whilst nearest 

designated asset a group of Grade II Listed converted farm buildings stand 520m to the north. 

The Site occupies part of the former ROF Featherstone site, and the Staffordshire HER records 

further non-designated assets within 500m. Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of 

designated assets, whilst mitigation will be required to address the potential for impacts upon any 

archaeological remains that may be present. 

SAD Site 379 Land east of Ivetsey Road
Green Green

Site previously assessed by the 2017 Site Allocations Document Historic Environment Site 

Assessment (HESA 1)

SAD Site 313 Land off Himley Lane

Green Amber

The land to the north was assessed previously in 2017 and 2019 (Site 313). Should this site be 

allocated care will need to be taken to protect the settings of the Grade II Listed former farm 

buildings that stand c.50m to the west, although it is likely that intervening buildings will at least in 

part limit any effect. Mitigation will also be required to address the potential for effects on any 

archaeological remains that may be present. 

SAD Site 119 Land off Saredon Road
Green Green

Site previously assessed by the 2017 Site Allocations Document Historic Environment Site 

Assessment (HESA 1)

SAD Site 136 Landywood
Amber Green

Site previously assessed by the 2017 Site Allocations Document Historic Environment Site 

Assessment (HESA 1)

SAD Site 139 Pool View, Churchbridge
Green Green

Site previously assessed by the 2017 Site Allocations Document Historic Environment Site 

Assessment (HESA 1)

527 Land North of New Road

Green Green

No designated assets are located on the Site although a group of Grade II Listed former farm 

buildings stand c.150m to the west. Although no non designated assets are recorded on the Site 

by the Staffordshire HER, a range of non-designated assets are recorded within the vicinity whilst 

historic map evidence suggest that limited mineral extraction (quarrying or similar) may have 

taken place on the Site. Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of designated assets 

including the Listed former farm buildings to the west, whilst mitigation will be required to address 

the potential for impacts upon any archaeological remains that may be present. 

654 Lawnswood  Site B Amber Red This site was previously assessed in 2019 (Site 654) and allocated a Red RAG score.

655 Lawnswood Part C Green Green This site was previously assessed in 2019 (Site 655) and allocated a Green RAG score

659 land nr Shoal Hill Tavern

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 500m of the Site and it is likely that any intervisibility will 

be blocked by the intervening townscape. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-

designated assets within the vicinity of the Site. Mitigation will be required to address the potential 

for effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present. 
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085 Land at Grange Farm

Green Amber

The Grade II Listed Grange Farmhouse (List No. 1344649) which dates to the late 16th century 

and is timber framed stands immediately south of the the site, although it is possible that the 

majority of the development area may be shielded from view by the intervening farmyard. Never 

the less care will need to be taken so as to ensure that sufficient open land is retain around the 

farm so as to enable its rural context as a moderate to high status agricultural dwelling to be 

retained, and it might therefore not be possible to develop the entirety of this site. Mitigation will 

also be re required to address the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded 

archaeological remains that may be present. 

082

Land between A449 Stafford 

Road and School Lane

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 500m of the Site although the Staffordshire HER records 

a range of non-designated assets within the vicinity of the Site. Mitigation will be required to 

address the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may 

be present. 

087 Stadacona

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 400m of the Site although the Staffordshire HER records 

a range of non-designated assets within the vicinity of the Site. Mitigation will be required to 

address the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may 

be present. 

116

South west Cheslyn Hay, south 

Wolverhampton Road

Amber Green

No designated assets are recorded within 600m of the site although the Staffordshire HER records 

the non-designated site of the former Great Wyrley Colliery in the northeastern part of the Site. 

Modern aerial photographic mapping suggests that the remainder of the Site has been severely 

impacted by mineral extraction which suggests that any archaeological remains that may have 

been present are likely to have ben destroyed. The colliery site by contrast appears to be intact 

and it is therefore recommended that an archaeological survey be undertaken should that portion 

of the Site be selected for development. The predicted Amber score relates to the colliery site 

only, on its own the quarry area which forms the majority of the site would score Green for direct 

impacts.

120 Littlewood, Cheslyn Hay

Green Green

No designated asets are located within 650m of the site although the Staffordshire HER records 

the non-designated former route of a mineral railway crossing the northwest corner of the Site. 

Should the site be allocated, mitigation will be required in order to asses the potential for impacts 

upon any archaeological remains that may be present on the Site.

131

Land at Blacklees Farm, 

Warstone Road

Amber Amber

No designated assets are located within 900m of the site, although the Staffordshire HER records 

a non-designated farmstead in the extreme southwest corner of the Site and it is recommended 

that an assessment be undertaken in order to determine whether any historic farm buildings 

remain. Should any non-designated historic structures be identified on the site then consideration 

will need to be given to the potential effects of development on their setting. It is recommended 

that a programme of mitigation be undertaken in order to address any archaeological remains that 

could potentially be present on the Site.
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202

Land East of Wolverhampton 

Road

Green Green

No designated assets are recorded on the Site, the nearest Grade II Listed Longford Lodge (List 

No. 1374115) lying c.615 m to the north. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-

designated assets within 500m including the course of a former turnpike road along the Site’s 

western boundary (now the A4601) whilst the Watling Street Roman Road c.305 m to the north. 

Although no assets are recorded on the Site itself archaeological mitigation will be required to 

address any previously unrecorded remains that may be present.

489 Claypit, Quarry

Amber Green

Northern part of the Site assessed in 2019. The nearest designated asset, the Grade II Listed 

Cheslyn Hay War Memorial lies 415m to the southeast of the Site, whilst the Staffordshire HER 

records the site of the Rosemary Tileries, a late 19th century tileworks on the Site and modern 

aerial photographic mapping suggests that the ground has been extensively disturbed through 

quarrying. It is therefore recommended that an historic environment desk-based assessment be 

prepared in order to determine whether further mitigation will be required. 

150

Land off High Hill Road, 

Essington

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 850m of the Site and no non-designated assets are 

recorded either on the Site in proximity to it. Given this the potential for heritage constrants is 

considered to be low, although given that there remains a risk of previously unrecirded buried 

remains being disturbed a programme of archaeological mitigation is recommended.  

151 / 662

Land between M6 & Essington 

and adjacent Bursnips Rd

Amber Green

No designated assets are located within 750m of the Site. The Staffordshire HER records a 

former colliery in the northern part of the Site and on the land to the immediate south of the Site. 

There is consequently an elevated potential for medieval or post-medieval remains to survive in 

the southern part of the Site and for at least some colliery evidence to survive in its northern part. 

Mitigation will therefore be required to address potential effects on any remains which may be 

present on the Site.

154 South side High Hill, Essington

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 650m of the Site and no non-designated assets are 

recorded on it by the Staffordshire HER. Mitigation is however recommended to address potential 

effects on any remains which may be present on the Site.

471

Land at Bognop Road, 

Essington

Green Amber

No designated assets are located on the Site although the Grade II Listed Essington Hall 

Farmhouse lies within 200m to the west whilst the Scheduled remains of the Moat House moated 

site survive within woodland 320m to the south. Care will need to be taken with the design of any 

new development to ensure that their settings are protected. No non-non designated assets are 

recorded either on the Site or within its vicinity by the Staffordshire HER, however mitigation is 

recommended in order to address any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be 

present. 
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169

Featherstone Hall Farm, New 

Road

Amber Amber

No designated assets are located on the Site although a group of Grade II Listed converted farm 

buildings stands c.75m to the northwest on the opposite side of New Road. The site is currently 

occupied by a non-designated historic farm complex that is recorded on the Staffordshire HER 

and care will need tio be taken to ensure that any historic structures which may survive on the 

Site, including the surviving boundary wall on Featherstone Lane are retained if at all possible. If 

retention does not prove possible then a programme of historic building recording may be 

required. Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of designated assets including the 

Listed former farm buildings to the northwest, whilst mitigation will be required to address the 

potential for impacts upon any archaeological remains that may be present. 

170 Land east of Brookhouse Lane

Green Amber

The Grade II* Listed Moseley Old Hall stands c.145m to to the south of the Site. Although the 

intervening presence of the M54 motorway and its associated tree belt will limit the potential for 

an effect upon the setting of this National Trust property, care will need to be taken with the 

design of any development to ensure that its setting, as well as those of other related designated 

assets are protected. The Staffordshire HER records a Roman coin as having been recovered 

from the Site as well as a range of non-designated assets within the vicinity, given this and its 

proximity to Moseley Old Hall to the south a programme of mitigation is recommended to address 

any previously unrecorded remains that may be present.  

172 Land at Cannock Road

Amber Red

The Site was formerly located within the parkland associated with Hilton Hall, which was 

reportedly laid out by Humphrey Repton, although it is now bisected by motorways. Nineteenth 

century Ordndance Survey mapping indicates that the Site was historically located outwith the 

core designed landscaspe, but within one of the enclosing tree belts.  Grade I Listed Hilton Hall 

and its Grade I Listed Conservatory stand c. 485m and c.365m to the east respectively within the 

surviving parkland, and it is possible that tree cover may at least partially shield development 

within this Site from view from views from these nationally important designated assets. However, 

considerable assessment, study and visualisation would be required in order to determine whether 

this site is suitable for development. Any development would on this site would need to safeguard 

the setting of Hilton Hall and its associated assets.  Should the site be allocated, mitigation will be 

required in order to asses the potential for impacts upon any previously unrecorded buried 

archaeological remains that may be present on the Site.

396 Land off New Road/East Road

Green Amber

No designated assets are located on the Site although a group of Grade II Listed converted farm 

buildings stands c.30m to the north on the opposite side of New Road. No non-designated asets 

are recorded on the Site although the Staffordshire HER records a range of assets within 500m. 

Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of designated assets including the Listed former 

farm buildings to the north, whilst mitigation will be required to address the potential for impacts 

upon any archaeological remains that may be present. 

203

Land west of Woodhaven, 

Wedges Mills

Green Green

No non-designated assets have been recorded on the Site and no designated assets are located 

within 500m of its boundary. Given this the potential for heritage constraints is considered to be 

Low, although given that the possibility of previously unrecorded assets being present cannot be 

discounted a programme of mitigation is recommended.
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137

South of Upper Landywood 

Lane

Amber Green

No designated assets are located within 400m of the Site, although the Staffordshire HER, 

records the course of a 19th century tramway bisecting the Site from north to south the Site of a 

colliery lies immediately east of the Site. The route of the Wyrley Bank Branch of the Wyrley and 

Essington Canal extends along the Site's southern boundary. Modern aerial photographic 

mapping suggests that extent remains of the tramway survive on the Site along with is apparent 

terminus beside the canal. Given this it is recommended that an archaeological survey of the 

tramway be undertaken, and that its alignment be retained as public open space within any 

development. Any physical remains associated with the tramway should be preserved if at all 

possible. Mitigation will also be required to address potential effects on any previously unrecorded 

buried remains that may be present.

136a

Land at Upper Landywood Lane 

(same as 13, 14, 16)

Amber Green

No designated assets are located on the site and whilst care will need to be taken to protect the 

setting of the Grade II Listed Landywood Farmhouse c.175m to the east and effect on its setting is 

unlikely given the intervening presence of previous development. The Staffordshire HER records 

the former presence of several historic collieries on this Site and mitigation will be required to 

address any post-medieval or earlier remains that may be present. 

138 Lea Croft Lane/Roman View

Amber Green

No designated assets are located within c.980m and although the Staffordshire HER records a 

19th century coal shaft on the Site, its former position is now beneath a lake, which presumably 

was created through quarrying. However, the A5 to the immediate north of the Site respects the 

alignment of the Watling Street Roman road and it is therefore recommended that a programme 

of mitigation be requirred.

440 Land east of Love Lane

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 1km of the site, and no non-designated assets are 

recorded either within the Site or within the vicinity. Given this the potential for heritage 

constraints is considered to be low, although given that the presence of previously unrecorded 

buried remains cannot be discounted a programme of mitigation is recommended.

010 Land at Lower Drayton Farm

Amber Green

No designated assets are recorded on the Site although three Grade II Listed Buildings lie within 

500m, the nearest Lower Drayton Cottages (List No. 1180268) standing 260m to the north whilst 

the Canal Conservation Area lies 215m to the southeast. The Staffordshire HER records that the 

former Stone, Stafford and Penkridge Turnpike Road extends along the western boundary, whilst 

a range of metal artefacts have reportedly been found on the Site by metal detectorists. Care will 

need to be taken to ensure that the settings and characters of designated assets within 500m are 

protected and maintained. Archaeological mitigation will also be required to ensure that any 

unrecorded remains which may be present on the Site are addressed.

010 Land at Lower Drayton Farm

Amber Green

No designated assets are recorded on the Site and none lie within 500m. The Staffordshire HER 

records that the former Stone, Stafford and Penkridge Turnpike Road extends along the eastern 

boundary, whilst a range of metal artefacts have reportedly been found in an adjacent field by 

metal detectorists. The HER records the site of a cross on the eastern part of the Site. Care will 

need to be taken to ensure that the settings and characters of designated assets within 500m are 

protected and maintained. Archaeological mitigation will also be required to ensure that any 

unrecorded remains which may be present on the Site are addressed.
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238

Land at former Perton Court 

Farm
Green Amber

This Site was previously assessed in 2019 (Site 238) and allocated an Amber RAG score

407

Land west of Wrottesley Park 

Road (north)

Amber Green

No designated assets are recorded within 1km, although a non-designated building which appears 

to be a survival from RAF Perton was recorded on the Site in 2017. The Staffordshire HER 

records a series of cropmarks that appear to relate to medieval field systems on the Site, whilst 

further non designated remains are recorded within the vicinity. Mitigation will be required in order 

to adress potential effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be 

present.

184 Land east Manor Drive

Amber Green

No designated assets are located on the Site, although two Listed Buildings; Woodberry House 

(Grade II) and the Parish Church of St Mary and St Luke stand c.265m and c.280m to the 

southwest within the core of the village. No non-designated assets are recorded on the Site by the 

Staffordshire HER although a range of medieval and post-medieval remains and artefcts recorded 

within the vicinity along with a probable Bronze Age burnt mound. Care will need to be taken to 

protect the settings of designated assets, whilst mitigation will be required to address the potential 

for impacts upon any archaeological remains that may be present. 

183 Land off Swan Lane

Green Green

No designated assets are located on the Site, although four Listed Buildings including the barn at 

Home Farmhouse and the Parish Church of St Mary and St Luke stand to the north within the 

core of the village. The barn being the nearest designated asset c.215m to the north of the Site 

boundary. No non-designated assets are recorded on the Siite by the Staffordshire HER although 

ridge and furrow was recorded within the adjacent field during the 1960's. Care will need to be 

taken to protect the settings of designated assets, whilst mitigation will be required to address the 

potential for impacts upon any archaeological remains that may be present. 

181

Land at the rear of Tangle 

Wood, Elms Lane

Green Green

No designated assets are located on the Site, although two Listed Buildings; Woodberry House 

(Grade II) and the Parish Church of St Mary and St Luke stand c.275m and c.330m to the north 

within the core of the village. No non-designated assets are recorded on the Site by the 

Staffordshire HER although ridge and furrow was recorded within the adjacent field during the 

1960's. Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of designated assets, whilst mitigation 

will be required to address the potential for impacts upon any archaeological remains that may be 

present. 

185 Land off Manor Drive (south)

Amber Green

No designated assets are located on the Site, although two Listed Buildings; Woodberry House 

(Grade II) and the Parish Church of St Mary and St Luke stand c.275m and c.205m to the west 

within the core of the village. No non-designated assets are recorded on the Site by the 

Staffordshire HER although an extensive moated site is recorded to the immediate south, with 

further medieval and post-medieval remains and artefcts recorded within the vicinity along with a 

probable Bronze Age burnt mound. Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of 

designated assets, whilst mitigation will be required to address the potential for impacts upon any 

archaeological remains that may be present. 
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313 Land off Himley Lane (Site 1)

Amber Amber

Part of the western edge of this Site was assessed previously in both 2017 and 2019 (Site 219). 

This new proposal (2020) is for a considerably larger area that extends as far eastwards as the 

projected alignment of the Greensforge to Pennocrucium Roman Road and mitigation will 

therefore be required to address the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded remains 

that could be present. A cluster of Grade II Listed former agricultural buildings stand c.50m to the 

west of the Site and care will need to be taken to protect their settings. However, given the 

presence of intervening buildings any effect on their setting would in all probability be limited. 

314

Land off Wombourne Road 

(Site 2)

Green Green

The southern part of the Site was assessed in 2019 (Site 314). The extended Site (2020) directly 

borders the Canal Conservation Area along its western boundary and care will need to be taken to 

protect both the setting and the character of this designated asset. Mitigation will be required in 

order to address the the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded remains that may be 

present.

416a

Land off Orton Lane (rear 

Strathmore Crescent)
Green Green

This Site was previously assessed in 2019 and allocated a green RAG score (Site 416a)

102

Land at Garrick Works, Garrick 

Farm, Stafford Road

Green Green

No designated assets are located on the Site, the nearest being a Grade II Listed canal bridge 

over 1km  to the north. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-designated assets within 

500m of the Site although none are recorded on the Site itself. Care will need to be taken to 

ensure that the settings of designated assets are protected and mitigation will be required to 

address the potential for any archaeological remains to be present.

474 Land at Longford Park

Amber Amber

A Grade II Listed gate lodge stands on the southern boundary of the Site and its setting will need 

to be protected within any development. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-

designated assets within the vicinity of the Site including the course of the Watling Street Roman 

road wgich is respected by the modern A5 to the immediate south. Mitigation will be required to 

address the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may 

be present. 

494b Land at Springhill Lane parcel B

Green Amber

No designated assets are recorded on the Site although the boundaries of the Vicarage Road 

Conservation Area extend to within c.620 m from the east whilst the Lower Penn Conservation 

Area lies c.645 m to the west. Although no non-designated assets are recorded on the Site itself 

the Staffordshire and Wolverhampton HER’s record a range of non-designated assets within 

500m including the project course of a north-northeast south-southwest aligned Roman Road 

c.475 m to the east. Care will need to be taken to protect the settings of designated assets 

mitigation will be required to potential effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological 

remains which may be present on the Site.

549

Land North of Dunsley Road 

Kinver

Amber Amber

This Site formed part of a larger Site assessed in 2019 and allocated an Amber RAG score (Site 

549 ). Care will be needed to protect the settings of both the Canal Conservation Area and the 

Grade II Listed Dunsley
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615 Land West of School Lane

Green Green

The southern portion of this field was previously assessed by the 2017 SAD HESA and current 

aerial photographic mapping indicates archaeological trial trenches borh within the 2017 site and 

extending northwards into this new proposal (2020). It is recommended that the Council confirm 

the results of this work with the Staffordshire County Archaeologist. The nearest designated asset, 

a Grade II Listed bridge lies c.85m to the west of the Site whiilst the Grade II* Registered Park 

and Gardens of Chillington Hall extend to within c.450m of the site boundary. Care will  need to 

be taken to ensure that the settings of these assets is protected, whilst further mitigation may be 

required in order to address the potential for effects upon any archaeological remains that may be 

present on the Site. 

525 Land North of Jones Lane Part1

Amber Green

No designated assets are located within 1km of the Site although the Staffordshire HER records 

the non-designated site of a late 19th century colliery extending onto its eastern boundary. Given 

the former presence of the colliery, as well as the potential for earlier previously unrecorded 

buried remains to be present on the Site itself it is recommended that a programme of 

archaeological work be required. 

526

Land South of Jones Lane Part 

2

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 1km of the Site and no non-designated assets are 

recorded either on the Site itself, although the Staffordshire HER records the non-designated site 

of a late 19th century colliery to its immediate east. Given its proximity to the colliery site as well 

as the potential for previously unrecorded earlier buried remains to be present it is recommended 

that a programme of archaeological mitigation be required. 

529 Middle Hill Part 2

Amber Green

No designated assets are recorded on the Site, the nearest Grade II Listed Saredon Hall (List No. 

1039178) c.900 m the west. The Staffordshire HER records the remains of a Second World War 

anti-aircraft battery extending across the southern part of the site. Aerial photographic mapping 

suggests that these upstanding remains are quite extensive. Archaeological mitigation will be 

required to address any previously unrecorded remains that may be present. Care will need to be 

taken to protect the settings of designated heritage assets and the non-designated remains of the 

anti-aircraft battery should be protected within the development if at all possible. If retaining the 

battery does not prove possible then a detailed programme of archaeological investigation and 

recording would need to precede their removal. Mitigation will also be required to address any 

previously unrecorded remains that may be present.

536 Land off Holly Lane Part 1

Green Amber

No designated assets are located on the Site although the Grade II Listed Landywood Farmhouse 

stands c.180m to the west. Although care will need to be taken to protect the seting of this Listed 

Building given the intervening presence of the railway line any effects could potentiall be 

addressed using mitigatory measures such as landscapes. No non-designated assets are 

recorded on the site by the Staffordshire HER although mitigation will be requirred to address any 

potential effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present.  
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536 Land off Holly Lane Part 3

Green Red

Although no designated assets are located on the Site, the Grade II Listed Landywood farmhouse 

which has an early 16th century core, stands within 15m of the Site boundary which surrounds the 

Site on three sides. The Site almost certainly formed part of the farm's core landholding and its 

development would therefore severely impact upon the observer's ability to interpret the Listed 

Building's authentic rural complex. Consequently any development would need to be carefully 

located so as to avoid encircling the farm. Detailed assessment will be required in order to identify 

and protect key views both of and from the farmhouse, although it should be recognised from the 

outset that it is unlikely that development could be delivered within the northeastern part of this 

Site. No non-designated assets are recorded on the Site by the Staffordshire HER, although 

mitigation will be required in order to address any previously unrecorded remains that could be 

present.

618 Land West A449

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 250m of the Site and it is likely that any intervisibility will 

be blocked by the intervening townscape. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-

designated assets within the vicinity of the Site. Mitigation will be required to address the potential 

for effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present. 

624 Land adj Chase Gate PH

Green Green

No designated assets are recorded within 500m of the Site and no non-designated assets are 

recorded on the Site itself although the A4601 along its western boundary respects the line of an 

18th century turnpike.

582 land off Langley Road Green Green This Site was previously assessed in 2019 and allocated a Green RAG score (Site 582)

591

Land at Oaklands Farm 

Huntington
Green Green

This Site was previously assessed in 2019 and allocated a Green RAG score (Site 591)

592

Land at Oaklands Farm 

Huntington
Amber Green

This Site was previously assessed in 2019 and allocated an Amber RAG score (Site 592)

638 Loades PLc

Green Green
No designated assets are recorded within 350m of the Site although the Staffordshire HER rcords 

a range of non-designated assets within the vicinity. Consideration will need to be given to the 

potential for previously unrecorded buried remains to be effected by development on the Site.

134 Land at Jacobs Hall Lane

Amber Amber

No designated assets are located within 1.5km of the Site, althogh the Staffordshire HER records 

a non-designated farmstead within the site boundary. Aerial photographic mapping suggests that 

the farmyard reamains and care will therefore need to be taken to protect the setting and 

character of any historic farm buildings and structures that may survive. Given this a progamme 

of historic building may be required, whilst it is recommended that archaeological mitigation be 

considered in order to address the potential for previously unrecorded archaeological remains to 

be present.

119b Land of Saredon Road Part B

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 500m of the Site and no non-designated assets are 

recorded either on the Site or within its vicinity. Given this the potential for heritage constraints is 

considered to be low, although given that the potential for previously unrecorded archaeological 

remains cannot be discounted a programme of mitigation is recommended. 
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350d

Land West of Radford Lane 

Lower Penn

Amber Amber

Northern part of the Site assessed in 2019 (Site 350d), Development within the southern part of 

the Site (Proposed in 2020) would be less sensitive due to the greater distance of separation 

between it and the Grade II Listed farmhouse and the Canal Conservation Area to the north. The 

potential effects of development within the northern part of the site would be as predicted in 2019 

and consequently the overall RAG scoring remains unchanged. Mitigation would be required to 

address the potential for effects upon any previously unrecorded remains that may be present on 

the Site.  

253  Green Amber This Site was previously assessed in 2019 and allocated an Amber RAG score (Site 253)

696 Land east of A34

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 1km of the Site boundary, whilst the Staffordshire HER 

records a copper alloy ring as having been found on the Site, this may simply be a stray loss. 

Given the potential for previously unrecorded remains to be present it is recommened that a 

programme of archaeological mitigation be undertaken.

084a Land at Birchcroft

Green Green

No designated assets are located within 190m of the Site and it is likely that any intervisibility will 

be blocked by the intervening townscape. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-

designated assets within the vicinity of the Site. Mitigation will be required to address the potential 

for effects on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present. 

701 Land at Longdon

Green Amber

No designated assets are located within 190m of the Site and it is likely that any intervisibility will 

be blocked by the intervening townscape. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-

designated assets within the vicinity of the Site including a turnpike road along the eastern site 

boundary the A449). Mitigation will be required to address the potential for effects on any 

previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present.

702 Land off Fox Road

Green Green

No designated assets are recorded within 300m of this Site although the Staffordshire HER 

records a range of non-designated assets within the vicinity. Mitigation will be required to address 

the potential for effects on any previously unrecorded remains that may be present.

703 Land north of Gunstone Lane

Amber Amber

The Site lies immediately north of the Codsall Conservation Area and seven Listed Buildings 

stand within 500m including the Grade II* Listed Church of St Nicholas (List No. 1374035) c.100m 

to the west. Care will need to be tasken to protect the settings of these Listed Buildings although it 

is possible that visibility will be blocked by the surrounding townsacpe. Care will also neeed to be 

taken to ensure that the character of the adjacent Conservation Area is maintained and this will 

need to consider both visibility and the potential for increased traffic levels along the narrow axis 

of Sandy and Gunstone Lanes as both these issues could potentially lead to an adverse effect on 

the character of the Conservation Area. Mitigation will be required to address the potential effects 

on any previously unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present.  

704 Norton Lane

Amber Green

No Designated assets are located within 1km of the Site whilst no non-designated assets are 

recorded within the site boundary. However, it should be noted that the A5 to the immediate north 

of the Site respects the alignment of the Watling Street Roman road and that there is therefore a 

potential for previously unrecorded remains to be present. It is therefore recommended that a 

programme of mitigation be required. 
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705 Perton Golf Course

Amber Green

The Site is currently occupied by a modern golf course. No designated assets are located within 

400m of the Site and it is possible that any intervisibility will be blocked by intervening vegetation 

and buildings. The Staffordshire HER records a range of non-designated assets within the vicinity 

of the Site. Mitigation will be required to address the potential for effects on any previously 

unrecorded archaeological remains that may be present.f

494a Land at Springhill parcel A Green Amber This Site was previously assessed in 2019 (Site 494) and allocated an Amber RAG score

315 Land off Himley Lane (Site 3)

Amber Amber

The western edge of this Site was previously assessed in 2019 (Site 315) however, this expanded 

proposal extends the Site considerably to the east to take in the projected line of the Greensforge 

to Pennocrucium Roman road. Mitigation will therefore be required to address the potential for 

effects on any archaeological remains that may be present. A group of Grade II Listed former 

farm buildings stand c.100m to the west of the Site and care will need to be taken to protect their 

settings, However, it is likely that any effect will be limited by the presence of intervening 

buildings.  

029a School Lane

Amber Amber

No designated assets are located on the Site although two Grade II Listed Buildings; Dunston Hall 

(List No.1039216) and the Church of St Leonard, Dunston (List No. 1039215) stand 175 and 135 

metres to the east. Two further Grade II Listed Buildings lie within 500m. The Staffordshire HER 

records the non-designated landscape park of Dunston Hall to the south of the site, an oval 

enclosure, whilst recltinear enclosures and linear features have identified on the site as 

cropmarks. The HER places the the location of a Domesday settlement on the Site itself although 

at present this is based on documentary evidence. Care will need to be taken in order to ensure 

that the settings of the nearby Grade II Listed Buildings are protected and that the character of the 

non-designated landscaped park to the south is maintained. Given the potential presence of a 

medieval settlement on the Site a detailed mitigation strategy will be required.
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